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This exploration of the modern jazz piano lineage was created from a series of conversations 
between myself and Michael Lake.  Although edited for clarity, what you will read are my spoken 
words on who I believe are the most important pianists of the last 120 years. 

I chose these 10 essential modern jazz pianists based on their innovations and influences. 
They were chosen neither because they are my personal favorites nor whom I happen to think 
are the best. This exploration is about who I think are essential to the historical lineage of the 
development of modern jazz piano.  By modern, I’m beginning with Art Tatum, and in so doing, 
I’m leaving out greats like Eubie Blake, James P Johnson, or Fats Waller. I’m also omitting Teddy 
Wilson, Earl Hines, or Erroll Garner.  

The ten pianists I’m going to cover each had an important role in the continuum of modern jazz piano:

In my opinion, these are the most essential and most influential in the history of modern jazz piano.

I have included on the last page a list of the other important pianists throughout this time period 
that are worth mentioning. 

And of that list, I have left out others, but this book contains the jazz pianists who I believe have 
made the greatest mark on twentieth and twenty-first century jazz piano. 

Richie Beirach
July, 2020
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1. Art Tatum (1909 - 1956) 

Art Tatum had the greatest technique of any jazz pianist 
who ever lived and that’s still true today. He had a similar 
technique like Horowitz or Pollini or other great piano 
players.

Tatum had an amazing right hand with the lightest, most 
clear, and separated touch.

He had great speed, and perfect evenness with absolute 
clarity. He utilized fast runs and grand arpeggios plus his 
left hand dexterity was also unheard of at the time. 

This was the time of stride piano. He had an amazing 
stride at any tempo and the full rich beautiful sound of 

this left hand could play in any key. His arrangements of Tenderly, Stardust, The Man I Love, and 
Tea for Two were legendary. They were stunning, and not just technically so. He had some truly 
advanced harmonic things going on with innovative reharmonizations. Again, everything with a 
very light touch and great time.

I feel that he sounded best when he was by himself because he was so complete that bass and 
drums were unnecessary. In the duo setting he was overpowering. He was a complete musical 
experience.

And imagine this: he was blind in one eye with three quarter vision in the other. He was a black 
man in the 30s against tremendous racial prejudice and he still somehow thrived.

Unfortunately, I never heard him in person. I was too young. People I new like Stan Getz and 
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Chet Baker said that he could sit at a crappy upright piano that sounded really awful and in 
two minutes, he would figure out the broken notes and the out of tune notes and he would 
transpose everything to the keys that had the least bad notes. This required tremendous talent and 
knowledge of music.

So his creative harmonic brilliance was astounding. That’s what attracted me to him. That and his 
amazing technique. His chops in both his left and right hands were innovative and made him a 
giant of that and any time.

There’s a recording of him called Piano Starts 
Here, which is literally true. Modern jazz piano 
started there.

If I’m going to give an accurate account of these 
great pianists, I must be honest. Tatum was not 
what I would call a real improviser in the same 
manner of Herbie Hancock, McCoy Tyner, or 
Keith Jarrett. Those guys are really improvising. 

Of course jazz is a language like the language that 
comprises poetry, but not every word in every 

poem is brand new. But Tatum, because of his amazing technical abilities, many of those runs and 
many of those arpeggios and the harmonic things were worked out ahead of time. They had to be 
because that degree of precision and complexity had to be worked out.

Remember, this was the 1930s. Tatum did have his own language, but if you listen to two or three 
versions of Tea for Two they’re all excellent and very similar.

So if you heard one or two Tatum records you kind of heard them all, but they are great. It was 

Tatum would 
figure out the 
broken notes 
and the out of 
tune notes and 
he would trans-
pose everything 
to the keys that 
had the least 
bad notes.

”

“
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more like classical music in that sense. His playing was extremely impressive and people were 
awed by it and other players were intimidated yet inspired.

Tatum was an incredible musician and a wonderful innovative artist.

Richie’s Picks for Art Tatum

Piano Starts Here

The Complete Pablo Solo  
Masterpieces

Classic Early Solos (1934-1937)
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2. Bud Powell (1924 - 1966)

Bud Powell was one of the major architects of the bebop 
language along with Bird, Diz and Monk

My feeling is that Bebop is really trumpet, saxophone 
and drum music. Piano players before Bud in general 
did not have his fire or his energy. They weren’t tinkling, 
but they weren’t projecting their sound like Bud.

There is a direct connection between Bud’s right hand 
and Charlie Parker’s lines. And anyone who knows jazz 
piano knows that those kinds of bebop lines that Bird 
played are very difficult on the piano. They do not lay 
naturally under the hands. Bud had great facility and 
most importantly, was a great improviser. 

If you listen to three takes of Un Poco Loco or Parisian Thoroughfare or the Glass Enclosure, you’re 
going to hear three creative performances.

Bud’s left hand was strong and he played with great rhythmic accents. He had a great left hand even 
though he didn’t use it much. That wasn’t his style because of the advancement of the bass and drums. 
For swing piano players like Art Tatum, their left hand was independent and flexible and that gave it 
many possibilities for reharmonization. They played a bass note and then a nice full chord and then the 
melody. The three levels of the piano’s registers: bass, middle, and treble.

Now, Bud played mostly in the middle of the piano with his left hand chord and the right hand 
line was above middle C. 
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Bud was also a great composer. He wrote fantastic tunes like Parisian Thoroughfare, Un Poco Loco, 
and Glass Enclosure.

These were tunes with great linear melodies. Glass Enclosure was one of his standout compositions, 
which had some advanced chords in it. There was one particular chord which is a double 
augmented chord, a polycord. It was a D major 7 #5 over a Bb major 7 #5. And as a point of 
reference, Chick Corea used that chord in his tune called The Brain from 1969 from the Is album. 
A great innovative chord from Bud Powell that influenced others and their music.

Bud had a very unusual personality. 
He was big guy. He was very emo-
tional. He was sensitive. He ended 
up leaving America because of a 
horrible racist incident and moved to 
Paris. There, people loved him.

There were racists everywhere, but in 
Europe in the 40s and 50s, especially 
in Paris, people were much more 
accepting of blacks. Especially of 
black America jazz musicians.

Bud’s legacy is one of forceful power 
and brilliant creative ideas. Remember, this is the 1940s where at best Bud had a microphone in 
the piano. No monitors. Bud could project his sound right through the drums and bass to the 
audience. The effect of Bud’s solos was just as powerful as Charlie Parker’s and Dizzy’s. 

The piano players of his day largely performed the role of a backup accompanist. But Bud was a front line 
performer and could carry the music.

Bud had a right 
hand equal to 
the projection 
and brilliance of 
Charlie Parker 
and Dizzy on 
their horns.

”

“
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There are some great recordings of Bud such as Time Waits, The Amazing Bud Powell Volumes 
One and Two,  and The Apartment Sessions which were re-released as the Charlie Parker Story. 
Incredible stuff. And there are many bootlegs that are also very good.  

Then something horrible happened to Bud. The New York City police beat the hell out of him. He 
resisted arrest. He was a big guy and they were apparently scared.

They took him to Creedmoor Hospital in Queens, NY and doused him with ammonia treatments 
and destroyed his brain. He was given shock therapy. They put him in an asylum in a straitjacket 
and he was never the same after that.

His recording and playing after that was erratic. There are some terrible stories about him playing 
at Birdland. He was playing with Mingus and was yelling while he played and he wouldn’t stop 
soloing, and kept going for 35 minutes. Finally Mingus had to flash a light in front of his eyes. He 
was out. He was gone. 

Then a miracle. Francis 
Paudras, Bud’s biographer, 
took Bud to Paris where 
friends he could trust took 
care of him. 

Bud set a precedent. 
He established a level 
of pianistic brilliance, 
creativity, and fire that 
has rarely been equaled. 
Remember, Art Tatum 
and Teddy Wilson had 

Bud’s legacy 
is one of 
forceful power 
and brilliant 
creative ideas. 

”

“
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that light touch. That would never have worked with Charlie Mingus and Max Roach. Art and 
Teddy didn’t have to burn through the rhythm section to project their sound. Those were just two 
different styles of playing. That’s not a criticism, just a fact.

Bud Powell was the master jazz piano player of his time. My big regret is that I was too young to 
see him play.

Richie’s Picks for Bud Powell

The Amazing Bud Powell - Vol. 1 and 2

Time Waits

Jazz at Massey Hall
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3. Thelonious Monk (1917 - 1982)

Monk was absolutely central to the bebop revolution 
because of his ability to compose the tunes than creat-
ed the bebop language. He wrote the original tunes that 
everyone was playing and recording. For example ‘Round 
Midnight, Well, You Needn’t, Ask Me Now, Monk’s Dream, 
Hackensack, Trinkle Tinkle, Coming on the Hudson, and 
Ruby, My Dear.

He wrote close to 60 very original tunes. Each one fantastic 
and he never wrote an undistinguished one.

These tunes were perfect to improvise over. They were like his own versions of the standard tunes 
that everyone was playing like I Remember April and There Will Never Be Another You. 

Monk’s compositions were based on standard tunes but with better chord changes and iconic 
melodies. Keep in mind that a lot of the early bebop tunes were comprised of a melody over the 
changes of existing standards like I Remember April, Sweet Georgia Brown, the blues, or rhythm 
changes. Everyone could play these tunes at jam sessions because they were on familiar changes 
but Monk wrote better melodies and reharmonized them.

Monk was a real composer. In the short form of 32 bars he would capture a moment and would 
give you a great springboard for improvisation. Monk also had a working band he traveled with for 
many years with which he frequently recorded his own music.

He’s included in this list as an essential modern jazz pianist because he was one of the creators of 
the bebop language. 
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He was a contemporary of Bud Powell but Bud and Monk were on the two opposite sides of jazz 
piano because Bud had phenomenal fluency and wonderful technique with the ability to really 
improvise. He was a masterful pianist. 

Monk had a mastery of composition 
and he knew what he wanted to play. 
But let’s just say that the technique that 
was required to play what he heard was 
not involved. He played very few lines. 
He played very few up-tempo tunes. 
He didn’t synchronize his lines with 
the bass and the drums like Bud Powell 
did and many of the other great bebop 
piano players. 

That’s okay. He didn’t have to because 
his compositional influence was so 
strong that he warrants being included 
in this list of 10. Monk was a very 
positive artist. And when you heard Monk, he was always dancing when he was playing with a lot 
of joy and was very uplifting. He also had a great sense of humor.

His tunes emphasized interesting rhythmic structures and gave players so much to improvise on. 
And his harmonies were first-rate. 

Think about ‘Round Midnight. It’s the quintessential bebop ballad. The melody is from heaven. It has 
a great set of original chord changes with a descending bass line, a great bridge, and a coda. I think 
Dizzy wrote the introduction. The tune became a school of thought and everybody recorded it.

”

“Monk gave 
a lot of hope 
to piano 
players lacking 
traditional 
technique.
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Monk was a genius within his own world. He created 
his own language that you could hear a mile away.

He was one of the architects of modern jazz piano with 
Bud Powell. His legacy is still profound and with us. 
People are listening to his recordings and becoming 
influenced by him to this day. 

So what is Monk’s piano influence? It’s his percussive 
touch with lots of interesting dissonances and a very 
rhythmic approach. In other words, Monk’s piano solos 
are very much extensions and rearrangements and 
re-animations of the melody. He soloed around the 
melody and the rhythms of the tunes, making it work.

Monk always had a saxophone player like 
Charie Rouse with him and always within 
a quartet. Monk’s soloing was very similar 
to the actual head - to the melody, chords, 
and rhythms of the head, but he extended 
it all.

Monk had a very individual approach 
to comping that was not appreciated by 
everyone. It’s been documented that when 
Monk played with Miles on the recording 
of The Man I Love, Miles asked Monk to 
lay out on his solo because Miles felt that 
his comping was stepping on his ideas.

So what is 
Monk’s piano 
influence? It’s 
his percussive 
touch with lots 
of interesting 
dissonances and 
a very rhythmic 
approach.

”

“
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Monk gave a lot of hope to piano players lacking traditional technique. I can think of people that 
were very influenced by Monk such as Randy Weston, Andrew Hill, the south African pianist 
Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand), Ran Blake, and of course, Cecil Taylor. 

Monk was a very unique stylist that through his great compositions, brought something 
innovative to the instrument and to the bebop language.

Richie’s Picks for Monk

Monk’s Dream

The Underground Monk

Monk at Town Hall
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4. Bill Evans (1929 - 1980)

I knew Bill and his music very well, and that relationship 
made me a better person and musician. Bill’s first trio 
recording was called New Jazz Conceptions recorded in 
1956 with Teddie Kotick on bass and Paul Motian on 
drums. It’s an interesting record but it wasn’t the real Bill 
yet and he told me he knew it.

He sounded like a combination of Bud Powell with a little 
lighter touch and the beautiful voicings of George Shear-
ing. And of course he was also influenced by Ravel and 
Debussy, Scriabin, Chopin, and Rachmaninoff, especially 
on his ballads.

But Bill had something else. Bill had a wonderful classical piano background and brought that 
touch and sound to his playing. With one chord, Bill could create such a powerful and beautiful 
mood, I saw him hush a loud crowd. Bill’s left hand was innovative with special voicings 
containing minor seconds.

For example, the root position G Minor 7 chord is G Bb D F. Bill had a beautiful voicing in the 
middle of the piano using F below the G, A natural, Bb, and D. 

&
?

44
44 wwwwb
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This is a typical Bill Evans voicing with a minor second in the middle to create a rich sound on the 
piano because of the overtones. That sound came from the rubbing of the A natural with the Bb 
in the middle of the chord. That acted as a little bomb in the middle of the voicing. As you can see 
above, Bill’s G minor seventh voicing was rootless which gave lots of space for the bass player’s low G.

Bill had a hard bop part of him that you can hear in New Jazz Conceptions and you can also hear it in 
Jazz In the Space Age - the George Russell big band record with Paul Bley and Bill both playing piano. 
Bill had a great bebop right hand. He also had a great sense of swing with a beautiful touch and great 
sound projection. 

But to me, the most distinguishing feature of Bill’s playing 
was his ballad interpretations and reharmonizations from 
the depth of his expressive gift. You can hear all of that on 
his Waltz for Debby recording. He begins the record with 
My Foolish Heart- a slow beautiful ballad. Who would start a 
record with a ballad? Bill Evans!

He sets a beautiful mood within just four bars. Realize that 
the original key of My Foolish Heart is Bb. But Bill plays it 
in A major. I once asked him why he played it in A. He said, 
“Because more open strings which are better for the bass.” 
Bill could play anything in 12 keys. He worked on it. Bill 
was a hard worker when he was young. 

What gives hope to those of us who are not geniuses is that 
when Bill started he was talented, but not at the level he 
eventually achieved. This is different from someone like 
Tony Williams who arrived fully formed musically at the 
young age of 17. Same with Herbie at 21. They both had 

Bill was one 
of the first 
to introduce 
the idea of 
interaction 
between the 
bass, drums, 
and piano.

”

“
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their fully-formed musicianship from the beginning. Bill was not a prodigy like Tony and Herbie. 

Later, I believe that he became possessed with genius. Bill created his own style, practicing thou-
sands of hours at home putting it together, as he told me, brick by brick. After recording that 
first trio album, New Jazz Conceptions, he took three years off to practice and work on his sound 
because he didn’t like his playing on that album. But Orrin Keepnews, the producer at Riverside 
records, kept asking him about his next album. Finally Bill relented and recorded an album called 
Everybody Digs Bill Evans and that was the Bill Evans we now know.

His sound on that album with his sense of harmony, space, beauty, and depth has a similar tone to a 
slow movement from Mahler’s Fifth Symphony or the adagio from the Ravel Piano Concerto in G. 

Bill was also a great band piano player. Just listen to his comping on Kind of Blue. Miles hired Bill 
for that record because he knew Bill would give him exactly what he needed. 

And when you think of 
those times in the late 
50s, it was a courageous 
move on Miles’ part 
to hire a white piano 
player for that record. 
Now think about Bill’s 
comping on So What. 
Those modal chords 
were not from Miles 
or Wynton Kelly. 
They’re from Bill! And 
where did Bill get it? 
Remember that Bill was 
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steeped in contemporary classical piano music with Scriabin, Prokofiev, and Bartok.

He knew that language and he was one of the first to graft those sounds into improvised jazz play-
ing. At that time, that kind of harmony was revolutionary.

Bill’s next trio with Scott LaFaro and Paul Motion was one of the most iconic and influential piano 
trios in jazz history.

Bill was one of the first to introduce the idea of in-
teraction between the bass, drums, and piano. Before 
then, the bass had a traditional role to play just by 
providing the bass notes either in four or in two. And 
then it would go into 4/4 swing which was fine. At the 
time it sounded fresh.

But Bill wanted something different from those 
traditional roles of the bass and drums within the jazz 
trio. When you think about the difference between 
Bud Powell and Bill Evans, Bill made an enormous 
leap forward in terms of touch, tone, complexity of 
voicings, a different linear approach, and the very 
important shift of register of his left hand up an octave 
higher from Bud’s left hand in order to give the bass player more room.

Bill found a bass player in Scott LaFaro that had amazing facility flying around in all registers on 
the bass and therefore had the ability to interact with him melodically and rhythmically.

Just listen to the record Portrait in Jazz, which is my favorite of all Bill’s trio recordings.
Consider Autumn Leaves on Portrait in Jazz. There’s the statement of the melody, and then 

Bill created 
his own style, 
practicing 
thousands of 
hours at home 
putting it 
together as he 
told me, brick 
by brick. 

”

“
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it doesn’t immediately go into a piano solo as it would in most trios of the time. It becomes a 
dialogue between Scott LaFaro and Bill.  

Not everything worked. Sometimes Scott was playing too much. Sometimes he’s a little out of tune 
but he was only 24-years old. Paul Motian’s drumming was perfect for that trio because of his light 
and airy conception. He was the perfect creative foil for Bill.

Bill didn’t want an aggressive drummer with the volume of  Max Roach like Bud Powell needed. He want-
ed a lighter sound that was more transparent. In a way Bill was the original ECM artist full of space, light-
ness, and interaction! That trio created some fantastic music.  

One of his great albums, Conversations With Myself was an astounding achievement using overdubs and 
the new technology of the 60s. Bill did seven or eight tunes like Spartacus Love Theme and How About 
You. He recorded standards and a couple of originals and he laid down three tracks. This is where his 
knowledge of classical music of Debussy, Ravel, and Scriabin show themselves. His playing is an orches-
tral manner.

Conversations With Myself won a Grammy and 
everything else it could win. No one had ever 
recorded anything like that before. 

And then Bill recorded Bill Evans Trio With 
Symphony Orchestra. Recording that album must 
have been like going home for Bill because of his 
classical musical background. Bill recorded it with 
Chuck Isreals and Larry Bunker, which was his trio 
at the time.

The arrangements for that album were written by 
Claus Ogerman who was a great orchestrator of 
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classical and jazz music. They created a fantastic template for Bill to play Ravel and Scriabin. Just 
beautiful music and Bill was totally at home and did some fantastic improvisations on those classical 
themes. 

It’s very difficult to do improvisation over classical pieces, especially with the drums and the bass, 
but Bill made it work brilliantly.

Bill affected people emotionally. People just got quiet and they hung their heads in respect. 

I knew him in his last five years. We 
weren’t close friends, but we talked 
and he came to my house and we 
hung out quite often.

Bill had so much tragedy in his life. His 
big brother Harry committed suicide, 
Bills first wife, Annette, jumped in 
front of a train right in front of him. 
Scott LaFaro, his bass player and his 
musical light died in a car crash right 
after the Live at the Village Vanguard 
recording.

But like Bill said in some interviews, he knew he was very self-destructive. But he also said that his 
center - his artistic self - was extraordinarily well-developed and intact.

What he brought to jazz piano was incalculably important, which is why he’s one of these essential 
jazz pianists. 

After recording 
that first 
trio record, 
New Jazz 
Conceptions, 
he took three 
years off to 
practice and 
work on his 
sound because 
he didn’t like 
his playing on 
that album.

”

“
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Bill was able to bring the classical 
elements of music into an impro-
visational jazz situation without it 
sounding corny or fake. It had an 
authenticity because he absorbed 
both classical and jazz influences.

Bill was one of the great jazz com-
posers. He wrote 50 or 60 innovative 
tunes like Waltz for Debby, Twelve-
Tone Tune, Time Remembered, and 
Two Lonely People, Bill’s hit tune, 
Comrad Conrad, Blue in Green, 
Peace Piece, and Nardis.

Bill’s reharmonization of standards was legendary and raised the bar for everyone who followed. 
Bill’s reharmonization for Spring is Here on the Portrait in Jazz album was so good that Miles gave 
it to Gil Evans and said, “Orchestrate this shit.” 

And of course Gil did, so we have Gil Evans orchestrating Bill Evans’ reharmonization which is 
what we hear on the Miles Davis at Carnegie Hall album. This was the arrangement with the Gil 
Evans Orchestra and Miles with Wynton Kelly playing the exact reharmonization and voicings that 
Bill Evans played on the record. It’s just fantastic.

Bill did a reharmonization for every important standard tune. Consider his work on Autumn 
Leaves. It was not so much a reharmonization but a recomposition. Bill emphasized different parts 
of the tune and opened it up without changing the chords.

And Bill brought in the idea of a pedal point ballad vamp on his Peace Piece improvisation. Peace 
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Piece is on the Everybody Digs Bill Evans album. Bill told me that he was originally going to record 
Some Other Time, the tune by Leonard Bernstein. 

Bill told me he got so into the vamp that he thought, forget the tune. So he just played on the vamp 
and that gave birth to Peace Piece which is one of his most beautiful and beloved compositions. 
Now, let’s be academic. What’s Bill source for Peace Piece? The Chopin Berceuse in Db major. 
Listen to Arthur Rubenstein’s recording of it. Harmonically, it’s basically Db pedal - Db Major 7 
Ab7 sus. The Chopin piece is all this filigree like a written improvisation. Thank you, Chopin. 

You can see Bill’s great imagination and how much real piano technique he had in this track. But 
Bill used the technique for the service of the improvised idea, not just for the flash and the sake of 
technique. Bill used his chops to create ideas with all different kinds of textures and harmonies.

When Bill got his act together and recovered from the terrible sudden death of Scott LaFaro, he 
put together other trios with Chuck Isreals and Larry Bunker and then he found Eddie Gomez and 
Marty Morell. 

Gomez was with Bill for 11 years and Bill 
became really comfortable with Eddie. The 
trio became a showcase for Eddie after a 
while which was fine with Bill. 

Bill had become more and more famous and 
started making money, as he deserved. Bill 
made a series of recordings during those years 
with Eddie Gomez - some of them excellent 
and some of them not my favorite. Bill’s album 
with Eddie and Eliot Zigmund called You Must 
Believe in Spring is a work of art and as good as 

Bill’s 
reharmonization 
of standards was 
legendary and 
raised the bar 
for everyone who 
followed. 

”

“
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anything he ever recorded. The two albums with Tony Bennett were also among his best.

When Bill created his last trio with Mark Johnson and Joe LaBarbara, he became rejuvenated and 
renewed with a spark and energy. It reminded Bill of his first trio. Mark Johnson was 22 and he 
looked like Scott LaFaro. His drummer Joe LaBarbara was my old friend from Berklee School 
of Music. He is a wonderful drummer with great taste who can swing and play very strong. 
Occasionally he would kick Bill’s ass and not let him drift out which Bill loved.

This brings me to Bill’s development of the tune Nardis, 
which I’ve written about elsewhere. I know in my heart that 
Bill wrote Nardis, not Miles. Bill came up with this other 
language in the context of the introduction to Nardis. 

Bill was really happy with his new trio at this time but again, 
his life was falling apart. He was in very bad shape physically, 
mentally, emotionally, and was again very addicted to drugs. 
Everybody knew it and he was going down in front of us. He 
lost weight, stopped cutting his hair, wearing the same shirt 
every day for weeks. It was terrible.

But to the very end, he maintained a pretty high level 
of excellence in his performances, especially in Nardis. 
Sometimes the drugs messed up his touch and made his 
playing too hard when he was banging.

Bill was my hero. He was in my house playing my piano and sounding just like Bill. He encouraged 
me as if to say, “Hey kid, keep going.” It really gave me confidence.

And Bill influenced everybody that came after him except maybe McCoy and Cecil Taylor of the 
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masters. He influenced Herbie Hancock in a big way and influenced Chick of course. Keith Jarrett 
was hugely influenced by Bill. 

And he influenced Paul Bley, of course. Remember that Bill and Bley were contemporaries. They 
both are on that amazing record from 1956 Jazz in the Space Age by George Russell. You can hear 
them on two pianos. 

In summation, Bill Evans’ harmonic and overall musical style was very close to my heart which I 
will carry forever with me.

Richie’s Picks for Bill Evans

Portrait in Jazz

Conversations With Myself

Sunday at the Village Vanguard
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5. Paul Bley (1932 - 2016)

Paul Bley was a very interesting guy that I met often and 
hung out with in New York City when we both lived 
there. He told me great stories about his early days in 
Montreal. He once came to New York to hire Bird when 
he was 16 and brought him back to Montreal for gigs.

Bley had wonderful technique, an amazing ear, and a great 
right hand. He had an authentic bebop facility in his right 
hand. With that initial grasp of that style he took it further 
by utilizing innovative ways of shaping the phrases over 
the bar lines and using very unusual spaces in between his 
phrases. 

At a certain point in time, Bley was the only jazz pia-
nist playing in that extremely modern yet bebop-rooted 

style. Bley created his own musical universe like the alto sax player Ornette Colemen. Bley came 
along in the 50s and had a new approach to jazz. 

My favorite Ornette album is Live at the Hillcrest Club in LA with Paul Bley, Charlie Haden, Billy 
Higgins, and Don Cherry.

Bley’s contribution to this recording was enormous. And his right hand was absolutely original and 
totally in keeping with Ornette’s linearity. Many times they played time with no changes. 

Bley’s great innovation was not harmonic. His left hand was minimal and very sparse. In a way, he 
was denying one of the essences of the acoustic piano which is harmony. 
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Of course, Bley had a good harmonic sense but it was his linearity that rose him into an obvious genius. 
He had one of the great personal free styles and the most elastic over-the-bar phrasings while still 
playing within the time. It wasn’t fake. It was in the time and in the changes and above all, in the form. 

One of the most astounding Paul Bley solos was on a recording called Sonny Meets Hawk with 
Sonny Rollins and Coleman Hawkins along with Roy McCurdy on drums and Bob Cranshaw 
sharing the load with Henry Grimes on bass. Sonny Rollins was playing crazily against his master 
Coleman Hawkins on the standard All The Things You Are.

It started out being a traditional reading of the tune. Coleman Hawkins was playing the melody, 
with the bass and rhythm with Bley comping very lightly and very sparsely. Then Bley starts to solo 

and the whole world stops!

He’s obviously playing the tune All The Things 
You Are. But it doesn’t sound like All The Things 
because he’s playing over and around the changes 
in a rhythmically complex manner but still 
swinging. Very little left hand. He was very much 
linked to Bud Powell in the sense that he was a 
right hand piano player, but of course Bud had a 
much stronger and more prominent left hand.

And because Bley’s right hand was so good, we 
don’t miss his left hand. Especially because of the bass and drums.

Bley had a great imagination. No one had ever played like that which is why he’s on this list in terms 
of his influence. He influenced Chick Corea.  Just listen to Chick’s album Song of Singing or A.R.C. or 
Circle. They contain  a lot of Bley’s innovations. When you hear any of that loose flexible phrasing from 
Chick, that’s Bley’s influence. And of course there would be no Keith Jarrett as we know him without 

Bley really 
created his 
own musical 
universe. Like 
the alto sax 
player Ornette 
Colemen, Bley 
came along in 
the 50s and had 
a new approach 
to jazz. ”

“
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Paul Bley. He recorded a fantastic album for ECM. It was a solo piano recording called Open to Love. 

This recording was one of my main musical influences. Manfred Eicher recorded Bley using that 
great ECM reverb. With a very sparse left hand, and with a brilliant right hand he created an 
emotionally satisfying atmosphere that was very deep with lots of space. Bley was showing his 
innovation on this solo record. 

The other important Bley record is a trio recording called Footloose! a trio album which was done for 
ESP records. Keith Jarret has been quoted as saying that he listened to that album “thousands of times.”

That was a terrific masterpiece with Steve Swallow playing acoustic bass and Pete LaRoca on 
drums. Here you can hear a fully developed Paul Bley in a trio situation. 

Without Paul Bley there wouldn’t be all those players after him that chose that freer more 
chromatic and rhythmical challenging style.

Footloose

Jazz in the Space Age

Open to love

Richie’s Picks for Paul Bley
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6. Herbie Hancock (b 1940)

What can I say about Herbie? He is a natural genius. Probably 
the most swinging and most elegant jazz pianist who ever 
lived. Beautiful taste and touch and a great composer, great 
accompanist, and a true improviser where every night is a 
new musical experience.

I have at least 50 bootleg tapes of Miles’ band with Herbie, 
Tony, Wayne, and Ron. They are playing the same tunes 
every night: Autumn Leaves, Milestones, All of You, My Funny 
Valentine, Never be Another You, There is No Greater Love.

Each night they played the same tunes but they were radically different each performance. They were 
different and excellent, not just different and crazy. It was almost like they made an unspoken pact to 
say look, this is the game, we have the freedom with Miles to play these tunes any way we want every 
night. So let’s be creative and have fun. And that’s what they did. 

Herbie has an unlimited imagination and especially with Tony and Ron on his side. His innovative 
use of the rhythm section was new. It was free but not random, and was based on group intuition and 
collective understanding of what was musically needed and possible in each creative situation. This 
created a whole new template for future jazz rhythm sections. Tony broke up the time in a very fresh 
and musical way. There were explosions and unusual accents that seemed to orchestrate what was going 
on rhythmically in a new way. Almost like the percussion section in an orchestra. Tony often played 
independently of Herbie and Ron, to a great new and fresh musical effect. 

Herbie was the unifying element in Miles’ rhythm section with Tony and Ron. He had those ears 
and somehow even at 21, his intuitive skills lead him to know what to play. Herbie had the ability 
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from moment to musical moment to make creative transformations that allowed the band to play their 
repertoire which gave a new musical experience for the listener. 

1967 was the end of that band with Herbie, and he went on as a leader to continue as a great 
composer and successful band leader. 

Think about the tunes that Herbie wrote for 
Miles like the The Sorcerer, and the tunes he 
wrote for his iconic Blue Note albums in the 
60s like Maiden Voyage, Dolphin Dance, Eye 
of the Hurricane. And of course, he wrote 
Watermelon Man which made him a lot of 
money. Herbie recorded that tune on his 
record Takin’ off, the debut album on Blue 
Note album with Dexter Gordon.

Herbie has that authentic bebop right hand.  
He has great technique and he can play 
up-tempo tunes as well. He has a light touch and beautiful tone and an unusual creative balance that 
is very deep and intuitive. Herbie can improvise freely forever. He can sit down and play beautiful 
and stunningly cohesive improvised music at the piano. As an example, check out Tony Williams’ 
record Spring on Blue Note.

Herbie improvises things seemingly out of nowhere. And because of his endless imagination you can 
listen to the same tune and hear something new each time.

Then he recorded the electronic album Headhunters with Watermelon Man in a new funky 
arrangement and received so much grief for that recording. The critics accused him of being a 
commercial sell-out. But listening to it now in 2020, those criticisms are really misguided because 

Herbie was 
the unifying 
element in 
Miles’ rhythm 
section with 
Tony and Ron.
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when you listen to those long improvised solos you realize it’s a jazz record using the electric piano.

And then he created that sextet with Billy Hart, Buster Williams, Eddie Henderson and Julian 
Priester. He worked with that band for a long time. He was able to keep his creative writing at a 
constant stream of recording and touring. 

Herbie made some beautiful classical crossover recordings because he was also an excellent classical 
pianist when he was young. He played a Mozart Piano Concerto with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra when he was only 11!

He also recorded with a French Orchestra the slow movement of the Ravel Piano Concerto in G 
major but with improvisation. You can find it on YouTube. If you know Ravel’s piece, it sounds like 
there should be an improvisation in that slow movement. 

The piece begins with Herbie playing a long solo piano 
statement which is written by Ravel. It’s a deceptively 
simple waltz with a beautiful melody that is dissonant 
but kind of bittersweet, elegant and deep. And then after 
about four minutes the orchestra comes in and the piano 
plays a long obbligato section  that sounds like a written 
improvisation. So Herbie’s genius allows him to play the 
beginning and then improvises but does so with such 
great taste and beauty and great compositional unity that 
it’s all of one piece. That’s the best crossover classical jazz 
I’ve ever heard.

He wrote the film soundtrack for Michelangelo 
Antonioni’s film Blow-Up with Freddie Hubbard, Tony 
Williams, and Ron Carter. Straight ahead jazz. He got 
recognized as a film composer for that. He also did the 

Herbie won 
14 Grammys. 
Then he won 
an Academy 
Award for 
his film score 
for the movie 
‘Round 
Midnight.
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film score to the first Death Wish with Charles Bronson. The film was a hit and partially because of 
his score.

Within his strong, successful, and multifaceted career, Herbie won 14 Grammys. Then he won an 
Academy Award for his film score for the movie ‘Round Midnight. Herbie is now 80 and a world 
citizen who is a very aware humanitarian. Herbie can still play at the highest level and I’d go to 
hear him play any time anywhere.

Herbie has influenced millions of piano players and everyone else who came after him because of 
his innovative approach. Herbie also influenced musicians on every instrument just like Trane and 
Bird influenced musicians on instruments other than sax. 

Along with Bill Evans and McCoy, Herbie is truly close to my heart.

Empyrean Isles

Speak Like a Child

Maiden Voyage

Richie’s Picks for Herbie Hancock
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7. McCoy Tyner (1938 - 2020)

McCoy is on the Mount Rushmore of jazz piano 
players. He is absolutely essential to modern jazz piano 
lineage. No one ever played the piano as McCoy did 
by bringing in the harmonic vocabulary of Bartok and 
Stravinsky plus his own unique rhythmic concept. His 
touch was powerful and percussive. Similar to Bud 
Powell and Monk. 

McCoy had an African sensibility in terms of his 
touch because he was really percussive and treated the 
piano like 88 tuned drums, similar to Cecil Taylor.

McCoy was a solid group player. He loved to play with 
the bass and drums. He loved to accompany players. 
And his harmonic language was innovative and 
unheard of in the world of jazz. Even though McCoy 
was influenced by the likes of Stravinsky, Bartok, 

Scriabin, and Shostikovich, he created his very own harmonic language.

In other words, he didn’t just take what Stravinsky and Bartok did and play it on the piano behind 
Coltrane! He had his own creative synthesis combined with his unique rhythmic flow.

It wasn’t the first time someone had synthesized jazz and 20th Century classical music. Bud Powell 
and Bill Evans were integrating classical music into their playing but in a different way. Bill was 
integrating more romantic influences like Rachmaninoff, Ravel, Chopin, and Scriabin. 

McCoy influenced everyone after him because he invented that modal chromatic way of playing. 
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Personally, I knew McCoy as a 
great guy. He was a very spiritual 
and simple man. He would nev-
er talk to me about the technical 
aspects of the music. I asked him 
once, “McCoy, what was that chord 
you just played. ” He said, “Well, I 
don’t really think of it that way. It’s 
just a D minor.” And of course it 
was more than D Minor. He just 
didn’t want to talk about it or was 
not thinking in those terms. Either 
was possible. 

At that time in the 1960s there was 
no other piano player in the world who could give Coltrane the harmonic and rhythm platform that 
McCoy gave him. And in terms of power and projection, he was unequaled. 

McCoy’s whole style was revolutionary because with the bebop era players, their left hand was 
placed in the middle of the piano when comping for themselves. Originally, the left hand was the 
stride because bass players were not so proficient. The piano needed to support the bass.

But then bass players developed more technique and facility like Mingus, and bebop piano players 
moved their left hand to the middle of the piano. The better bass players took care of the bass 
function alone.

But McCoy wanted more power and projection so he decided to bring back the use of his left hand 
to play those gigantic fifths in the bass. He brought them in to give him a three-register approach.

McCoy 
influenced 
everyone who 
came after 
him because 
he invented 
that modal 
chromatic way 
of playing. 
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He had a bass function like a pedal 
point, usually in fifths. And he had 
a big fat modal chord in the middle 
of the piano like F, Bb, Eb and then 
his melodic line gave him his power 
in the projection of his huge piano 
sound.

Elvin Jones, who’s one of the loudest 
and most powerful drummers ever and 
Jimmy Garrison who had a gigantic 
sound on his bass provided McCoy 
sound projection options from the piano.  

I remember hearing Trane and McCoy at the Village 
Vanguard in 1965 while I was standing upstairs before 
going down into basement club. I could hear the bass 
from the stage downstairs thumping like it was in my 
heart. And Jimmy Garrison had no amplifier and was 
still projecting this enormous bass sound.

The intensity and the volume of that band with Coltrane 
was remarkable. It knocked me over.

It’s similar to the difference between a Haydn Symphony 
and a Beethoven symphony. The Haydn Symphony is 
elegant and pristine but with a Beethoven symphony 
you have a beast.
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McCoy had all that power but he also had a sense of grace. That’s very important to the music. And he 
could swing like the devil. He had his own time feel within his right hand lines. His articulation with 
those even eighth notes was his phrasing innovation. Guess who copped that? Chick Corea. Now He 
Sings, Now He Sobs of course. And by the way, we all copied McCoy’s articulation.

Sadly, McCoy passed this year. He will never be forgotten and made an indelible mark on  
modern jazz piano.

Richie’s Picks for McCoy Tyner

Reaching Fourth

The Real McCoy

Song of the New World
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8. Chick Corea (b 1941)

For me, there are two Chick Corea’s.

The first is the guy I knew in the late 1960s to 1972 
because he lived downstairs from my good friend 
Dave Liebman in a loft on 19th Street in Manhattan. 
He’s the Chick Corea who played with Miles Davis 
and in my opinion was the hippest piano player 
in the world at that time. He was young, strong, 
brilliant, and forward looking.

He recorded a string of great albums from Tones for 
Joan’s Bones to Inner Space to Now He Sings, Now He 
Sobs. He recorded the iconic Is record and Song of 

Singing, then A.R.C., the Paris Circle concert and two beautiful solo piano records for ECM. 

And then we have the second Chick Corea. He became a Scientologist and changed his approach 
to music.

This seemingly happened overnight. The transition came after the Is and the Song of Singing 
recordings. After all those beautiful free innovative real improvisational recordings he radically 
changed direction with his albums Return to Forever and Light as a Feather with Flora Plurim, 
Airto Moreira, and his wife Gail on vocals.

From 1972 until the present, Chick sounds like the great piano player and musician he is but 
measured by how he started, that incredible innovative path was gone for me. 

Chick was a very important jazz composer and was among the greatest of his generation. Consider 
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Tones for Joan’s 
Bones. This is a very 
complex but beautiful 
composition that uses 
familiar sounding 
chords combined 
with unusual chord 
progressions with a 
great lyrical melody that 
is driven by the mind 
and heart of true artist. 

Chick’s tunes always 
have a powerful sense 
of flow which is always 
present in all great compositions. This tune which he wrote for his first wife Joan is a particularly 
heartfelt excursion through different moods and rhythmic formats. It has a singable and identifiable 
melody that could only be written by Chick.

The Song of the Wind, one of his most brilliant and innovative waltzes, appears on the Is recording 
and has the kind of melody that gets into your ear and remains there. Chick had the ability to 
create singable melodies within very complex chord progressions that end up sounding very 
natural and smooth because of the grace and total understanding of how to handle these kinds of 
melodies and progressions.

Chick’s earlier compositions never sound academic or stiff. They projected a great emotional 
impact This is true of music from all great composers in classical or jazz. 

His tune The Brain is his ultimate high-energy composition. It consists of a 12 tone-like opening 

In my opinion, 
Chick went as 
far as McCoy 
did with Col-
trane in terms 
of intensity, 
content, and 
compositional 
unity through-
out his entire 
solo. ”
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melodic statement with fragmented atonal melodies interspersed with unison rhythmic band 
figures. All leading to a G minor pedal point for open improvisation. Chick’s solo on The Brain is 
one that every Chick Corea fan should hear. 

In my opinion, Chick went as far as McCoy did with Coltrane in terms of intensity, content, and 
compositional unity throughout his entire solo. Unfortunately, this tune and solo is not well enough 
known. I believe that this is Chick’s masterpiece in this genre.

Chick was very influenced by Bud Powell, Bill Evans, and Paul Bley. Especially Bley’s free elastic right 
hand phrasing. Chick was also very much influenced by McCoy. Hear McCoy’s influence on Now He 
Sings, Now He Sobs with Miroslav Vitous and Roy Haynes on the tunes Steps and Matrix. 

Chick swings very strongly in 
his unique way. 

Prior to 1972, Chick had the 
power of Bud and McCoy. 
I always wondered what he 
would have accomplished 
in the last 50 years if he had 
continued in the way he began. 

Some of my favorite Chick is 
from 1969 with Miles’ quintet 
with Dave Holland, Jack  

DeJohnette, and Wayne Shorter. This band was the third great quintet of Miles and his last one. 
They were still playing standards and select original tunes. Some of the best Chick I ever heard on 
electric piano was from this group.
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At first Chick didn’t want to play the electric piano, but Miles insisted because he saw the future of that 
technology. With the electric piano, Chick had control over his volume and it allowed the band to play 
louder without Jack on drums drowning out the whole band. It gave Miles’ quintet a level of power it 
never had before because you could still hear the piano, bass, and horns when Jack was playing loud, 
When I used to hear Miles with Tony Williams and Herbie Hancock, I often couldn’t hear the piano 
or bass because Tony was so loud. But the electric piano solved that acoustic problem for Chick. 

Chick gave so much to the world in those years between 1965 and 1972 that I consider him to be 
absolutely part of the essential lineage of jazz piano.

Richie’s Picks for Chick Corea

Chick’s tunes 
always have 
a powerful 
sense of flow 
which is 
inevitable 
in all great 
compositions. 
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Tone for Joan’s Bones

Now He Sings, Now He Sobs

Is
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9. Keith Jarrett (b 1945)

Keith’s extraordinary gifts combined with a consistent 
years-long stream of mostly excellent recordings on one 
German-based label, ECM, has allowed Keith to explore 
and document over 50 creative and artistically produced 
recordings. Some of those recordings have become absolute 
classics and have set the bar to which many other artists 
have aspired.

His initial album Facing You, a solo piano record from 
1971-1972 on ECM was a landmark improvisational record. 

You can tell he’s taken by the music. He’s so skilled and so equipped. What he’s hearing on that 
album is unbelievable. No one had ever played like that before.

His blinding technique was in a way like Tatum except it was improvised and had a deep 
relationship to the development of the motif. Keith was a true improviser and put his vivid 
imagination out there for everyone to hear. 

I so admired his stubborn integrity to stick with the acoustic piano as a leader instead of playing 
electric piano like me, Chick, Herbie, and even Bill. Only Keith and McCoy remained exclusively 
on the acoustic piano.  

Keith made a statement with his Köln concert in 1975. In 1975 Keith recorded his double LP 
called simply The Köln concert all improvised. It contained a lot of great music and became a 
runaway hit selling five million units of a double LP. Five million was astounding from ECM, 
who at the time was a little-know European record label. That album remains the best-selling 
piano album of all time. It was on a par with George Benson On Broadway or Herbie Hancock’s 
Head Hunters. It was a very unusual but wonderful thing.
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That album put ECM on the map. ECM owner and producer Manfred Eicher made a lot of money 
and with his high sense of integrity put that money back into his company enabling many other 
artists like myself to be heard. Manfred was a innovative and honest visionary. 

Keith started playing for packed audiences in Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center where he would 
simply walk out on stage and play from his imagination, and most of the time it was on a very high 
level. He built up 18 or 20 solo piano recordings like those in Vienna and Bremen and elsewhere. A 
particularly outstanding album was his Sun Bear Concerts, a 6-CD box set. This was a revolutionary 
thing in the world of jazz piano, and the world responded with sales, awards, and reviews catapulting 
Keith’s career in to the highest level of success which was very well deserved.

Then he started branching out with two quartets. One was a European quartet with Jan Gabarek, 
Palle Danielsson, and Jon Christensen. The second was the American quartet with Charlie Haden, 
Dewey Redman, and Paul Motian.

The European quartet made some fantastic albums for ECM. One in particular called Belonging 
is beautiful. This record captures the band at its height. Manfred told me that after the tour they 
came back to the studio and recorded the entire album completely in first takes.

I especially loved the song 
Blossom from the Belonging 
recording. It was a great 
example of Keith as a composer, 
displaying a unique sensitivity 
and great emotional statements. 

Keith is a brilliant, creative and 
very successful artist. People 
love him. He has always been 
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pure and true to himself. 

From my perspective, if you come out on stage looking 
out over 3,500 people screaming and cheering like they’re 
at a rock concert and you sit down to play only from your 
imagination, ear, and heart, that’s reaching the pinnacle of 
jazz piano. 

Keith was tremendously influential. At his best he was 
fundamentally important to the history of jazz.

Blinding 
technique in a 
way like Tatum 
except it was 
improvised 
and had a deep 
relationship to 
the development 
of the motif. 
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Charles Lloyd Dream Weaver

Facing you

Belonging

Richie’s Picks for Keith Jarrett
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10. Cecil Taylor (1929 - 2018)

Cecil Taylor was musically so far ahead of everyone in 
1955 that his playing confused many people and even 
fellow musicians. 

Cecil was classically trained in the New England 
Conservatory and could play Bartok Concertos, 
Prokofieff, and the rest of the  20th Century piano 
literature. He really had the technique. In this way he 
was kind of related to Art Tatum but only because of 
his tremendous technical grasp of the piano.

Cecil did not develop by evolving from Bebop to his own 
music. He immediately started with his own iconic style. 

Listen to the record Double Clutching with Coltrane, Kenny Durham, Chuck Israels, and Louis 
Hayes and you can hear Cecil struggling to play tunes in time with the changes. I’m sorry, but it 
was just not his strength. Cecil had the energy, percussive touch, and the great forward motion of a 
jazz piano player but in my opinion, without the traditional jazz content. This was not Cecil’s voice 
and he knew it. 

Because of his own objective view of his strengths and weakness he forged a completely original style 
and you can hear this full blown on the Blue Note recordings Unit Structures and Conquistador. 

Cecil explored the percussive nature of the piano. He played with tremendous energy using the 
drums as his guiding influence. His compositions were interesting but did not involve normal chord 
changes or any kind of traditional melodic ideas. Cecil went right past all of that into free atonality 
within a swirling energy revolving around continuous tornado-like movements. Cecil’s bands would 
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burn for an hour 
sounding like a pet store 
on fire. It was joyishly 
refreshing!

I respected Cecil 
immensely even though 
I had difficulty listening 
to his music for long 
stretches. But as I get 
older, I sometimes return 
to his recordings hoping 
to better understand 
them. 

I knew him well. We 
used to hang out at a 
New York club called 
Bradley’s. He loved jazz 
piano players and he 
would come and listen to all of us. He would sit with me, Tommy Flanagan, Hank Jones, LeeAnn 
Ledgerwood, Cedar Walton and Mulgrew Miller.

He loved listening to jazz piano players at Bradleys. Everyone would sit in after hours except 
Cecil. He refused to play but would graciously buy everyone a drink while smoking cigarettes and 
happily enjoying the scene. I think he realized that if he played his style it would not fit into an 
after-hours vibe. He was a charming and brilliant man. 

He finally won a MacArthur grant and a Rockefeller award by staying with his own music with 

Cecil went 
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that into free 
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courage and conviction. Cecil was kind of the end of the line in terms of where modern jazz piano 
started with Art Tatum. He had a similar grasp of the piano and technically knew what it could do 
as an instrument. It just was not tonal and was not tune oriented. He was a real living renaissance 
man who I miss greatly.

The World of Cecil Taylor

Unit Structures

Conquistador

Richie’s Picks for Cecil Taylor
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Joe Albany

Geri Allen

Eubie Blake 

Ray Bryant  

Jaki Byard

Sonny Clark 

Nat King Cole

Albert Dailey 

Tadd Dameron

Kenny Drew

Duke Ellington 

Victor Feldman 

Clare Fischer  

Red Garland 

Erroll Garner 

Vince Guaraldi

Al Haig 

Hampton Hawes 

John Hicks 

Andrew Hill 

Elmo Hope 

Shirley Horn 

Hank Jones 

Wynton Kelly 

Kenny Kirkland 

Mary Lou Williams

Harold Mabern 

Dodo Mamorosa

Ronnie Mathews  

Lyle Mays

Marian McPartland

Mulgrew Miller 

Tete Montoliou 

Phineas Newborn 

Herbie Nichols 

James P Johnson

Oscar Peterson

Michel Petrucciani 

Richie Powell

Jimmy Rowles 

Hilton Ruiz

George Shearing 

Horace Silver  

John Taylor

Bobby Timmons 

Lennie Tristano 

Dick Twardzik

Fats Waller

George Wallington

Cedar Walton

James Williams

Teddy Wilson

Other pianists of note

Here is an abbreviated list of jazz pianists who have passed on into history. I have enjoyed listening 
to them over the years and feel they are important and deserving of mention and respect.

Of course, I still couldn’t help omitting many wonderfully talented pianists. While not being able 
to include everyone, I hope that their mention renews a desire to reacquaint listeners with their 
great musical contributions. 




